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Tivù is launching tivùlink, a guide that makes it possible to launch the on-demand services of

the Italian broadcasters with a single click.

Tivùlink is a new app of the free-to-view Italian DTH platform tivùsat, which gives direct access

all the on-demand services from the Italian broadcasters, such as Rai Replay, Rai TGR,

Mediaset Rewind in HD, Infinity, and La7 On Demand.

The new app has a welcome screen with all the on-demand services of the available

broadcasters; the browsing is simple and intuitive, through the function keys on the remote

control.

The on demand services can also be explored by broadcaster, and it is possible to get

information on each of them by pressing the yellow button on the remote control, or to launch

them by pressing the OK button on the remote control. In order to access the services, the TV

set or Tivusat set-top needs to be connected to broadband internet.

“The interactive services of the broadcasters are not immediately visible because they are

placed at the bottom of the channel list,” said Alessandro Picardi, president of Tivù, the

company that manages tivùsat.

“With tivùlink, Tivù tries to simplify the use of on-demand services, by creating a single

“window” for interactive applications that will improve the quality of the user experience”.
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Arnhem-based Robert covers the Benelux, France, Germany, Austria and Switzerland

as well as IPTV, web TV, connected TV and OTT. Email Robert at

rbriel@broadbandtvnews.com.

View Robert's full LinkedIn profile here
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The Complete UHD Guidebook

Ultra-High-Definition (‘Ultra-HD’ or ‘UHD’) represents the next big step in the evolution of video

recording, processing, and display technology. It is the logical successor to HD and offers marked

improvements over current video technologies, chief among them a four-fold increase in resolution

from 1080p. … [Download this White Paper...]
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Yet another piece of jargon has entered the lexicon of communications with the concept

of Fog. This is not an acronym but is the idea that for many applications and services emerging

around the Internet of Things (IoT), data and network intelligence will be best hosted not in a distant

cloud based data centre that […]
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